CFO Signals™
What North America’s top finance executives are thinking—and doing
1st quarter 2022

Dear CFOs,
Since launching the 1Q22 CFO Signals™ in early February, the world has witnessed tragedies that many of us thought we would never see again, at least in our lifetime. Judging by your responses—
particularly to the questions seeking your assessments of conditions across regional economies, both currently and a year ahead—you may have had a foreboding of the devastation taking place in
Ukraine and the implications for the global economy. Your comments regarding your most worrisome risks also made clear that talent/labor shortages, rising inflation, and geopolitical instability
weigh heavily on your mind as financial stewards of your organizations. Following are other survey highlights:
CFOs’ views of regional economies one year out: For the most part, CFOs expressed less optimism for the health of regional economies looking 12 months ahead. The 36% of CFOs expecting North
America’s economy to be better was a drop from 45% in the prior quarter. Similarly, 26% of CFOs said they expect Europe’s economy to improve a year out, a sharp decline from 40% in 4Q21. There
was also a drop in the percentage of CFOs expecting Asia’s economy, excluding China, to improve in 12 months, at 33%, compared to 37% in 4Q21. The exceptions were China, with 31% of CFOs
anticipating that economy to be better in 12 months, up from 28% in the prior quarter, and South America, with 16% of CFOs expecting its economy to improve in a year, up from 12% in 4Q21.
Own-company financial prospects and year-over-year growth expectations: Fewer CFOs (38%) viewed their own companies’ prospects as being better compared to the three months prior to the
survey launch, down from 4Q21’s 49%. We also saw some dampening in CFOs’ outlooks as they slightly lowered their year-over-year growth expectations for earnings, capital spending, domestic
hiring, and domestic wages and salaries from the prior quarter. In contrast, they raised their growth expectations for revenue to 9.1% from 7.8% in 4Q21, and for dividends, to 3.9% from 3.7% in the
prior quarter.

Chief risk concerns: As in 4Q21, talent/labor appeared at the top of CFOs’ list of most worrisome internal risks, specifically retention. CFOs also noted concerns over prioritization of initiatives and
strategy execution. In addition to inflation and geopolitical instability, CFOs cited policies and regulation as a key external risk. Other external risks included supply chain issues, a potential downturn
in the economy, and rising interest rates. Some CFOs expressed concern over new COVID-19 variants. Together, these concerns might explain why less than half (47%) of CFOs say now is a good time
to be taking on more risk, down from 57% in the prior quarter.
Managing the information technology (IT) function: Our special section this quarter asked CFOs several questions related to the IT function, including reporting relationships between the CFO and IT
leaders, areas for improvement to gain greater value from IT, actions organizations have taken to enhance the function, IT spend as a percentage of annual revenue, and IT spend on Agile initiatives.
On one hand, the responses revealed practical steps organizations are taking to derive more value from the IT function and services, and on the other hand, a lack of clarity in how the function’s
effectiveness is being measured.
I want to thank you for taking time to participate in CFO Signals. Your perspectives are valued not only by us at Deloitte, but, equally important, by your peers. Please mark April 7 on your calendar
for our next CFO 4Sight webcast to get an economic update, hear from a guest CFO speaker, and learn more about the CFO Signals survey results.

Steve Gallucci
National Managing Partner, US CFO Program | Deloitte LLP
Global Leader, CFO Program | Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
Tel/Direct: +1 212 436 5914 | Mobile: +1 914 380 2306
sgallucci@deloitte.com | www.deloitte.com
Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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Participation: A total of 97 CFOs participated: 65% from public companies and 35% from privately held companies. More than one-third (36%) of CFOs have more than 10 years’ experience, and another 29% have 5 to 10
years’ experience, while the remainder have less than five years’ experience. Respondents are from the US, Canada, and Mexico, and the vast majority are from companies with more than $1 billion in annual revenue. The
1Q22 survey was open from February 7-25, 2022. For other information about the survey, please contact nacfosurvey@deloitte.com.
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1Q22 LONGITUDINAL BUSINESS OUTLOOK HIGHLIGHTS

CFOs’ level of optimism for North America’s current and future economic conditions fell markedly, compared to 4Q21. CFOs also lowered their assessment of Europe’s current and
future economic conditions, compared to the previous quarter, especially with regard to conditions a year out. While CFOs’ views of China’s current economy remained unchanged,
their outlook for that region’s economy in 12 months improved slightly. Note: The survey closed the night of February 25, 2022—the day after Russia invaded Ukraine.
Economy optimism

Views on North America’s economy
US GDP* (right-hand

axis)

3Q20 GDP=33%

100%
90%

• Europe: 31% of CFOs consider current economic conditions as good
80%
or very good, down slightly from 33% in 4Q21; a year out, slightly
more than one-quarter (26%) of CFOs see the economy improving, 70%
60%
a sharp decline from 40% in the prior quarter.
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36%

30%

43/54

8%

Europe

31%

26%

33/40

16/37

6%

China

29%

31%

29/28

38/48

4%

Asia, excl. China

39%

33%

32/37

NA**

South America

14%

16%

9/12

NA**

2%
-2%

-4%
-6%
-8%
-10%

Company indexes

1
*US
GDP = percent change from preceding quarter in real US gross
domestic product (source: Bureau of Economic Analysis table 1.1.1)

**Two-year average comparisons are not available because 3Q21
was the first time CFO Signals asked CFOs for their assessments of
the economies of Asia, excluding China, and of South America.

Company optimism and growth

Performance index (revenue & earnings)
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Expansion index (capex & hiring)
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1Q21

2Q20 GDP=-31%

2-yr.
avg.

72/45

10%
0%

Last
quarter

36%

20%

3Q15

• The expansion index (average of percentages of CFOs citing
positive YOY growth in capital spending and domestic hiring)
increased slightly to +76 from +73 in 4Q21. The Retail/
Wholesale and Services industries ranked highest on the index.

40%

Better
in a year

64%

0%
Better in a year

1Q15

• The performance index (average of percentages of CFOs citing
positive YOY revenue and earnings growth) rose slightly to +87
from +86 in 4Q21. The Energy/Resources and
Healthcare/Pharma industries led the index.

50%

3Q14

• South America: 14% of CFOs rate the current economy as good or
very good, up from 9% in 4Q21; 16% expect improvement in the
economy 12 months out, up from 4Q21’s 12%.
Company outlook
• The own-company optimism index (percent of CFOs citing
rising optimism regarding their companies’ prospects minus the
percent citing falling optimism) fell to +21 from +35 in 4Q21,
with Retail/Wholesale CFOs being the most optimistic and
Healthcare/Pharma CFOs the least optimistic.

64%

1Q14

• Asia, excluding China: 39% of CFOs view the current economy as
good or very good, up from 32% in 4Q21; 33% indicate
improvement a year out, down from 37% in 4Q21.

Good now

1Q14

• China: 29% of CFOs view the current economy as good or very
good, unchanged from 4Q21; those expecting better conditions in
a year inched up to 31% from 28% in 4Q21.

7%

Good
now

North America

10%

3Q21

Economic assessment by region
• North America: 64% of CFOs rate the current economy as good or
very good, down from 72% in 4Q21; 36% indicate conditions will
improve in a year, down from 45% in the prior quarter.

Own-company optimism (net)

Last 2-yr.
This
quarter quarter avg.
+21

+35

+36

Revenue growth (YOY)

9.1%

7.8%

5.5%

Earnings growth (YOY)

9.2%

9.6%

7.1%

Dividend growth (YOY)

3.9%

3.7%

2.2%

Capital investment growth (YOY)

11.3% 11.5% 6.3%

Domestic personnel growth (YOY)

5.3%

5.8% 2.3%

Domestic wage growth (YOY)

5.0%

5.2%
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1Q22 HIGHLIGHTS—ASSESSMENTS OF REGIONAL ECONOMIES TRACKED BY CFO SIGNALS

When considering current economic conditions in North America, the percentage of CFOs assessing it as good or very good fell to 64% in 1Q22, from 72% in 4Q21. Similarly, the
cohort of CFOs viewing Europe’s current economy as good or very good dipped to 31% this quarter from 33% in 4Q21. Meanwhile, the percentage of CFOs who view China’s current
economic conditions as good or very good remained unchanged at 29%. Compared to 4Q21, the percentage of CFOs considering the current economies of Asia, excluding China, and
South America as good or very good rose.
When considering economic conditions 12 months out, a smaller percentage of CFOs see improvement for North America, Europe, and Asia, excluding China, compared to the
previous quarter. In contrast, the percentage of CFOs indicating economic conditions will be better in China and South America a year out increased somewhat from the prior
quarter. The percentages of CFOs expecting economic conditions will be worse a year from now rose for all five regions, compared to 4Q21.
North America

Europe

China

Current conditions: 59% good and 5% very good
(64% total—down from 72% in 4Q21)
5% bad

Current conditions: 31% good and 0% very good
(31% total—down slightly from 33% in 4Q21)
18% bad

Current conditions: 29% good and 0% very good
(29% total—consistent with 29% in 4Q21)
20% bad

A year from now: 34% better and 2% much better
(36% total—down from 45% in 4Q21)
26% worse—up from 16% in 4Q21

A year from now: 24% better and 2% much better
(26% total—down from 40% in 4Q21)
19% worse—up from 11% in 4Q21

A year from now: 30% better and 1% much better
(31% total—up from 28% in 4Q21)
19% worse—up from 17% in 4Q21

Asia, excluding China*

South America*

Current conditions: 38% good and 1% very good
(39% total—up from 32% in 4Q21)
9% bad

Current conditions: 12% good and 2% very good
(14% total—up from 9% in 4Q21)
30% bad

A year from now: 31% better and 2% much better
(33% total—down from 37% in 4Q21)
11% worse—up from 10% in 4Q21

A year from now: 16% better and 0% much better
(16% total—up from 12% in 4Q21)
37% worse—up from 30% in 4Q21

*CFO Signals first asked CFOs for their assessments of Asia, excluding China, and of South America in 3Q21.
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1Q22 HIGHLIGHTS OF CORE SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

CFOs raised their year-over-year growth expectations for revenue and dividends, compared to 4Q21. At the same time, they lowered their YOY growth expectations for earnings,
capital spending, domestic hiring, and domestic wages and salaries, likely in response to the spike in inflation and the announced increases in the interest rate for US federal funds.
Assessments of the business environment, capital markets, and risks
How do you regard the current and future status of the following economies—North America,
Europe, China, Asia (other than China), and South America? When assessing the current status of
the five regional economies, 64% of CFOs ranked North America as good or very good, down from
72% in 4Q21. Twenty-nine percent of CFOs noted China’s current economy as good or very good, the
same as the prior quarter. Thirty-one percent of CFOs cited Europe’s economy as good or very good,
down from 33% in 4Q21. More than one-third (39%) of CFOs consider the economy of Asia, excluding
China, to be good or very good, up from 32% in 4Q21. Fourteen percent said the same for South
America’s economy, an increase from 9% in the prior quarter .
Considering the regional economies 12 months out, CFOs were less positive. Slightly more than onethird (36%) of CFOs expect North America’s economy to be better or much better a year from now,
down from 45% in the prior quarter. Twenty-six percent of CFOs believe Europe’s economy will be
better in 12 months, a decline from 40% in 4Q21. CFOs’ assessment of China’s economy a year out
slightly improved, however, with 31% expecting it to be better or much better, compared to 28% in
the prior quarter. Thirty-three percent of CFOs expect Asia’s economy, excluding China, to improve in
12 months, down from 37% in 4Q21. Sixteen percent of CFOs expect South America’s economy to
improve in the same time period, up from 12% in the prior quarter. The percentage of CFOs
indicating that economic conditions would be worse a year out increased for each region tracked, as
noted on page 5. See page 8 for charts.
What is your perception of the capital markets? CFOs’ views of the capital markets dimmed across
the board. Nearly three-quarters (72%) of CFOs considered US equity markets as overvalued this
quarter, down from 88% in 4Q21. For 85% of CFOs, debt financing was attractive, down slightly from
88% in the 4Q21 survey. More than one-third (37%) of CFOs regarded equity financing as attractive,
down from 51% in the prior quarter. See pages 9-10 for more details.
Is this a good time to be taking greater risks? Forty-seven percent of CFOs indicated now is a good
time to be taking greater risks, down from 57% in the prior quarter. See page 11 for details.
What internal and external risks worry you the most? Not surprisingly, talent/labor was the mostoften cited internal risk this quarter, including retention even more so than attracting new
talent/labor. Along with talent/labor, CFOs noted concerns over prioritization of initiatives and
execution, followed by wage inflation and the hybrid work model.

Regarding external risks, CFOs indicated inflation, geopolitical instability, and policies and regulation
as their top worries. Other concerns cited revolved around supply chain issues, the state of the
economy, and rising interest rates. Some CFOs also expressed concern over new COVID-19 variants.
See pages 12-13 for more details.
CFOs’ views on financial prospects and expectations for growth in key metrics
Compared to three months ago, how do you feel about your company’s financial prospects?
Thirty-eight percent of CFOs indicated they are somewhat or significantly more optimistic about
their companies’ financial prospects, a decline from 49% in the prior quarter. Retail/Wholesale
industry CFOs were the most optimistic (69%), followed by Technology (40%), Financial Services
(40%), and Manufacturing (39%). Some CFOs were somewhat less optimistic, mainly in Healthcare/
Pharma (33%). See page 14 for details.
How do you expect your key operating metrics to change over the next 12 months? Compared to
the prior quarter, CFOs raised their expectations for year-over-year growth only for revenue and
dividends:
• Revenue growth expectations increased to 9.1% from 7.8% in 4Q21.
• Dividend growth expectations inched up to 3.9% from 3.7% in 4Q21.
Meanwhile, CFOs lowered their YOY growth expectations for earnings, capital spending, domestic
hiring, and domestic wages and salaries from the prior quarter:
• Earnings growth expectations fell to 9.2% from 9.6% in 4Q21.
• Capital spending growth expectations dipped to 11.3% from 11.5% in 4Q21.
• Domestic hiring growth expectations slightly decreased to 5.3% from 5.8% in 4Q21.
• Domestic wages/salaries growth expectations declined to 5.1% from 5.2% in 4Q21.
See page 15 for more details, including a breakdown by country and industry.

Retaining talent/labor, along with prioritization of initiatives and
strategy execution, are CFOs’ top internal risk worries. Inflation,
geopolitical instability, and policies and regulation rose to the top
of their external worries.

Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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1Q22 SPECIAL TOPIC AT A GLANCE: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

From our experience working with CFOs, they increasingly recognize the critical role that their organizations’ IT information technology function play—not only in keeping systems
running smoothly, but also in contributing to the ability to compete effectively and enhance financial performance, and in managing cyberthreats. While more satisfied than
dissatisfied with their IT functions, surveyed CFOs identified several areas that they would like to see improved to gain greater value from the IT function, including speed, agility, and
innovation; governance, accountability, and transparency; talent, skills, and business acumen; and digitization.
Does your company’s primary information technology (IT) leader (CTO, CIO, etc.) report to you? Of
the 97 CFOs who responded to this question, 28% reported they have direct oversight over their
organizations’ IT leader, while 7% said their IT leader reports to them indirectly. The remaining 65%
said their organizations’ IT leader does not report to them. See page 16 for details.

What are the top three challenges to realizing value from your information technology function?
CFOs’ responses fell into 10 categories, with the top three being talent, complexity and nonstandardization, and business partnering and alignment. Technology debt, prioritization and execution,
and time to value were the next most common categories of challenges. See page 19 for details.

What is your overall satisfaction with the information technology services in your company on a
7-point scale, where 1 equals very dissatisfied and 7 equals very satisfied? More than one-third
(34%) of CFOs indicated they are very satisfied (5%) or satisfied (29%) with their organizations’ IT
services. Another 34% reported they are somewhat satisfied. Sixteen percent of CFOs said they are
somewhat dissatisfied with their organizations’ IT services. Eight percent noted they are dissatisfied,
and just 1% said they are very dissatisfied. The remainder are neutral. See page 16 for details.

What actions has your organization taken to enhance the value derived from the information
technology function and technology spend? CFOs’ responses fell into eight categories: Change IT
leadership; improve governance; increase investment; increase talent; leverage their organizations’
ecosystem; increase Agile development; restructure the IT operating model; and core modernization.
Some of these actions might be well received by IT leaders, while others may not. See page 20 for
details.

What is your estimate of overall information technology spend as a percentage of annual revenue?
On average, CFOs indicated their organizations’ overall IT spend was 3.1% of annual revenue. The
percentage varied somewhat from industry to industry. On the high end, 8% of CFOs reported their
overall IT spend is more than 6% of annual revenue. The average of 3.1% was lower than the 4.25%
average that CIOs cited in the 2020 Global Technology Leadership Study regarding their companies’
technology budget as a percentage of annual revenue. Following is a link to the full report. See page 17
for more details on IT spend as a percentage of annual revenue.

What metrics do you use to measure the effectiveness of your information technology function? The
metrics CFOs cited aligned with five key categories: reliability, cost/revenue ratio, user satisfaction,
help desk statistics, and return on investment (ROI). Some CFOs mentioned using benchmarks and
measuring their IT functions’ effectiveness against peers’ data. Others noted their organizations are
tracking the number of cyber incidents that are prevented, the number of web channel threats, and
internal phishing failures to measure the IT function’s effectiveness. See page 21 for details.

Approximately what percentage of your current information technology spend goes to Agile
initiatives? On average, 23.7% of CFOs said their organizations’ IT spend goes to Agile initiatives. The
highest percentage cited 70% and above, which may be an outlier, while 14% of CFOs said less than
1%, and 16% reported 1% to 5% of their IT spend goes toward Agile initiatives. Note: 44 of 97 CFOs
responded to this question. Regardless of whether IT leadership is a direct or indirect report, it might
be difficult to have visibility into IT spend, including allocations to Agile activities. See page 17 for
details.

If your information technology function could improve three things to realize greater value, what
would they be? CFOs came forward with far more than three things that could be improved to get
more value from their IT function, but overall they zeroed in on four areas: 1) speed, agility, and
innovation; 2) governance, accountability, and transparency; 3) talent, skills, and business acumen;
and 4) digitization. Management of data interfaces, analytics, and insights, and operational execution
and efficiency were other areas that, if improved, could position the IT function to provide more value.
See page 22 for details.

How is your information technology spend split across the following activities? The breakdown of
CFOs’ responses revealed that the majority (52%) of their IT spend goes toward maintaining day-to-day
operations. The remainder of their IT spend was split between enhancing existing capabilities and
operations at 26% and creating new capabilities for their business at 22%. See page 18 for details.
Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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ASSESSMENTS OF REGIONAL ECONOMIES

CFOs’ assessments of both North America’s current and future economic conditions declined from 4Q21. CFOs also lowered their assessments of Europe’s current economic conditions
and the outlook a year ahead. Compared to 4Q21, their views of China’s current economy were largely unchanged, but their 12-month outlook for the economy improved slightly.
•
•
•
•
•

North America: 64% of CFOs cite current economic conditions as good or very good, down from 72% in the prior quarter. Those expecting improved conditions a year out fell to 36% from 45% in 4Q21.
Europe: 31% of CFOs view Europe’s current conditions as good or very good, a dip from 33% in 4Q21; 26% expect improved conditions in a year, a significant decrease from 40% in the prior quarter.
China: 29% of CFOs see current conditions as good or very good, which is consistent with 4Q21, and 31% of CFOs expect China’s economic conditions to be better in a year, up from 28% in 4Q21.
Asia, excluding China: 39% of CFOs consider current conditions to be good or very good, up from 32% in 4Q21, while 33% expect conditions to improve in a year, a drop from 37% in 4Q21.
South America: 14% of CFOs assess current conditions as good or very good, up from 9% in 4Q21, and 16% expect conditions to be better in a year, an increase from 12% the prior quarter.

How do you regard the current and future status of the following economies: North America; Europe; China; Asia, excluding China; and South America?

1Q22 Snapshot

100%
80%

64%
64%

60%
40%

36%
26%

20%
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North America
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Economic optimism index1

Indexes reflect the percentage of respondents who rate current economic conditions as “good” or “very good” and who also expect “better” or “much better” conditions in a year.
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ASSESSMENTS OF CAPITAL MARKETS AND RISK: VALUATION OF US EQUITY MARKETS

Amid rising inflation and other disruptions to the US economy, US equities declined in February as the 1Q22 survey was open, and a smaller percentage (72%) of CFOs considered
them to be overvalued, compared to 88% in the 4Q21 survey.
• The 72% of CFOs considering US equities as overvalued is the lowest percentage since the second quarter of 2020, when 55% of CFOs saw US equities as overvalued.
• Industries that were most likely to view markets as overvalued were the T/M/E, HealthCare/Pharma, and Services. The industries most likely to view the markets as undervalued were Energy/Resources
followed by Manufacturing.
• The S&P 500 stood at 4,682 at the midpoint of our 4Q21 survey data collection on November 15, 2021. It had dropped to 4,475 at the midpoint of our 1Q22 survey data collection window on February 16,
2022.
How do you regard US equity markets valuations?
Percent of CFOs saying US equity markets are overvalued, undervalued, or neither (responses are compared to S&P 500 at survey midpoint)
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80%

4250
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(right-hand axis)
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ASSESSMENTS OF CAPITAL MARKETS AND RISK: ATTRACTIVENESS OF DEBT AND EQUITY FINANCING

After inflation hit record levels in January of 2022, it is perhaps not surprising that CFOs found both debt and equity financing less attractive this quarter, compared to 4Q21. The
Fed’s announcement of interest rate hikes at levels higher than what most CFOs in the 4Q21 survey expected may have been an influencing factor.
• Despite ongoing low interest rates (the US Fed has held the target rate range at 0%-0.25% as of July 28, 2021), debt attractiveness among CFOs slightly decreased to 85% from 88% in the prior quarter.
Eighty-one precent of public company CFOs viewed debt financing as attractive, down from 89% in 4Q21. Among private companies, 91% of CFOs considered debt financing as attractive, compared to
86% in the prior quarter.
• CFOs’ views on equity financing’s attractiveness fell to 37% in this quarter’s survey from 51% in 4Q21. Among public companies, 33% of CFOs regarded equity financing as attractive, down from 52% in the
prior quarter. Among private companies 44% of CFOs considered equity financing as attractive, down from 50% in 4Q21.
• From an industry perspective, Healthcare/Pharma (22%) CFOs found debt financing less attractive than other industry CFOs, while Services (40%) and Manufacturing (32%) CFOs found equity financing
less attractive than their counterparts in other industries.
How do you regard debt/equity financing attractiveness?
Percent of CFOs citing debt and equity attractiveness (both public and private companies)
100%

Debt attractiveness
85%
80%

60%

Equity attractiveness
40%

37%

20%
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ASSESSMENTS OF MARKETS AND RISK: RISK APPETITE

This quarter’s survey found a significantly smaller percentage of CFOs inclined to take risks, compared to 4Q21, with less than half (47%) of surveyed CFOs saying now is a good time to
take on greater risk, down from 57% in 4Q21. The 1Q22 figure is lower than the two-year average and one percentage point lower than CFOs’ risk appetite in the 4Q20 survey.
• The 53% of CFOs who say now is not a good time to be taking greater risks could reflect concerns over inflation, retaining talent/labor, and various geopolitical risks, as well as continued supply chain
disruptions.
• CFOs in the following industries were most inclined toward risk-taking: T/M/E, Retail/Wholesale, and Services.
• CFOs who said this is not a good time to be taking greater risks were primarily in the Financial Services, Healthcare/Pharma, and Manufacturing industries.
Risk appetite: Is this a good time to be taking greater risks?
Percent of CFOs saying it is a good time to be taking greater risks
100%

80%

60%
Two-year average=52.2%
40%

47%

20%
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ASSESSMENTS OF MARKETS AND RISK: MOST WORRISOME INTERNAL RISKS

Retaining talent/labor—not just attracting new employees—rose to the top of CFOs’ internal worries this quarter. And with the relaxation of mask mandates, it’s not clear whether the
hybrid work model, another key concern among CFOs, will continue, and if so, how. Other top internal concerns were determining what to prioritize among the many initiatives CFOs
oversee and executing strategy.

Financial performance and cost management also figured into CFOs’ most worrisome internal risks this quarter, likely reflecting the impact of rising inflation and their expectations for
higher costs, which were noted by respondents to the 4Q21 CFO Signals survey. Technology and innovation—and related to that transformation—were mentioned often as well.

Which internal risk worries you most? (Key themes)

Inflation

Capital expenditures

Hybrid work model

Financial performance

Cybersecurity

Retention Talent/labor
Continuous improvement

Technology/innovation

Covid-19

Cost management
Wage inflation

Supply chain

Burnout

Transformation

Prioritization & strategy execution
Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Sample themes, subthemes, and comments for CFOs’ internal risk worries:
Talent/labor (38)
Comments:
• Recruiting
• Ability to deliver
• Workforce readiness
• Employee burnout
• Complacency
• Having human resources that are well-versed
in new technologies and valuation
methodologies
• Reaching hiring goals without lowering
standards
Retention (37)
Comments:
• Attrition
• Employee turnover
• Resource management as turnover increases
and the rate for specialized roles increase
• Key talent retention and attraction; stabilization
of our workforce

Prioritization & strategy execution (14)
Comments:
• Execution on strategic initiatives
• Executing against the market opportunities
in front of us
• Our ability to prioritize among dozens of
initiatives and then execute efficiently to fully
realize the benefits
• Timely and accurate assessment of
inflationary impacts on our business and
implementing the appropriate strategies to
mitigate, without over-swinging and missing
an up-cycle market opportunity
• Execution risk

While we have attempted to display CFOs’ verbatim comments wherever possible, we have considered and
reworded some comments in the interest of economy and participant confidentiality.
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ASSESSMENTS OF MARKETS AND RISK: MOST WORRISOME EXTERNAL RISKS

This quarter, CFOs put inflation, geopolitical instability, and policies and regulation at the top of their external risks. Continued supply chain challenges, shortages of talent/labor,
increased interest rates (which have been announced by the Federal Reserve), and a potential economic downturn also turned up on CFOs’ list of top external risks.
To a lesser extent, CFOs cited new variants of COVID-19, the state of the capital markets, cybersecurity, and unconventional competition.

Which external risk worries you most? (Key themes)

Interest rates

Talent/labor shortages

COVID-19 new variants

Inflation

Policies & regulation
Capital markets

Economic
downturn

Unconventional
competition

Supply chain

Geopolitical instability

Cybersecurity

Sample themes, subthemes, and comments for CFOs’ external risk worries:
Inflation (55)
Comments:
• Rising inflation
• Wage inflation
• Raw materials costs
• Companies/industries are limiting capacity
investments and that keeps inflationary
pressures high
• Stagflation risk as rampant inflation both slows
economy and drives central banks to further
curtail rates and economic activity

Geopolitical instability (39)

Policies & regulation (21)
Comments:
• Government regulation
• Fiscal policy
• Taxation
• Normalization of monetary policy (Fed rate
increases) and its effect on markets/sentiment
• Regulatory oversite as they wrestle with cyber
developments, ESG topics, and other issues all in
a greatly compressed timeframe
• The continued push by federal and state
governments to put unfunded mandates on
private companies

Comments:
• Geopolitical risks creating US economic
slowdown
• Geopolitical tension
• International conflicts
• Political unrest
• Russia/Ukraine
• China
• Taiwan

While we have attempted to display CFOs’ verbatim comments wherever possible, we have considered and
reworded some comments in the interest of economy and participant confidentiality.
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EXPECTATIONS FOR OWN COMPANY’S FINANCIAL PROSPECTS

Less than half (38%) of CFOs expressed more optimism for their companies’ financial prospects compared to three months prior to their participation in the survey. That figure
represents a decline from 49% in the prior quarter and a significant drop from 65% in the 1Q21 survey.
• CFOs’ level of net optimism declined this quarter to +21 from 35% in 4Q21, as 17% of CFOs indicated declining optimism and 38% expressed rising optimism.
• Net optimism among US CFOs decreased to +17 this quarter from 4Q21’s +37.
• Among CFOs of Canadian companies, net optimism increased to +38 from +0 last quarter. The net optimism of CFOs of Mexican companies increased to +67 from +60 in 4Q21. Note: Only 8% and 3% of
participants were from Canada and Mexico, respectively, so the sample size was much smaller than for the US.
• The highest level of net optimism was in the Retail/Wholesale (+62) industry. Healthcare/Pharma, Services, and T/M/E had the lowest levels of net optimism at -11, +0, and +0, respectively. Among CFOs
within the Services and T/M/E industries the level of optimism was broadly unchanged from the prior quarter.

Compared to three months ago, how do you feel now about the financial prospects for your company?
Percent of CFOs citing higher optimism (green bars), lower optimism (blue bars), and no change (gray bars); net optimism (line) is difference between the green and blue bars.
80%

60%
40%

38%

20%

+21

0%

17%

-20%

22%

-40%
-60%
-80%

1Q12 2Q12 3Q12 4Q12 1Q13 2Q13 3Q13 4Q13 1Q14 2Q14 3Q14 4Q14 1Q15 2Q15 3Q15 4Q15 1Q16 2Q16 3Q16 4Q16 1Q17 2Q17 3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18 4Q18 1Q19 2Q19 3Q19 4Q19 1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21 3Q21 4Q21 1Q22
More optimistic

More pessimistic

No change

Net optimism

Net optimism by country and industry
Total

Mexico

Canada

US

Technology

Retail/ Wholesale

Healthcare/
Pharma

Manufacturing

Financial Services

Services

Energy/
Resources

T/M/E

+21

+67

+38

+17

+20

+62

-11

+21

+27

+0

+17

+0

Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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EXPECTATIONS FOR GROWTH IN KEY METRICS, YEAR OVER YEAR

CFOs indicated a notable increase in their YOY growth expectations for revenue, but lowered their growth expectations for earnings, albeit slightly. Although CFOs cited retaining
talent/labor as a top internal risk, they edged down their growth expectations for domestic hiring, and wages and salaries.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue growth increased to 9.1% from 7.8% in 4Q21. CFOs in Retail/Wholesale and Energy/Resources reported the highest expectations, at 16.3% and 11.3%, respectively.
Earnings growth declined to 9.2% from 9.6% in 4Q21. In contrast, double-digit growth was cited by CFOs in Retail/Wholesale (14.6%), Energy & Resources (10.8%), and Manufacturing (10.5%).
Capital spending growth fell slightly to 11.3% from 11.5% in 4Q21. Retail/Wholesale (22.0%), Energy & Resources (15.3%), and T/M/E (15.0%) indicated the highest expectations for spending growth.
Dividend growth inched up slightly to 3.9% from 3.7% in 4Q21. Industries expecting the greatest growth in dividends were Energy & Resources (5.0%), Manufacturing (4.5%), and Financial Services (4.4%).
Domestic hiring growth dipped to 5.3% from 5.8% in 4Q21. Technology (8.1%) and Retail/Wholesale (6.9%) indicated the strongest growth expectations for domestic hiring.
Domestic wages/salaries growth also decreased slightly to 5.1% from 5.2% in 4Q21. CFOs in Retail/Wholesale (6.0%) and Services (5.6%) noted the highest growth expectations for this metric.

Performance and investment expectations
Compared to the past 12 months, how do you expect key metrics to change over the next 12 months?
Revenue growth

20%
11.3%
9.2%
9.1%
5.3%
5.0%
3.9%

10%

Earnings growth
Capital spending growth

1Q22

4Q21

3Q21

2Q21

1Q21

4Q20

3Q20

2Q20

1Q20

4Q19

3Q19

2Q19

1Q19

4Q18

3Q18

2Q18

1Q18

4Q17

3Q17

2Q17

1Q17

4Q16

3Q16

2Q16

1Q16

4Q15

3Q15

2Q15

1Q15

4Q14

3Q14

2Q14

1Q14

4Q13

3Q13

2Q13

1Q13

4Q12

3Q12

2Q12

1Q12

0%
Dividend growth

-10%

Domestic wage growth

-20%

Domestic personnel
growth

Growth expectations by country and industry

Revenue
Earnings
Capital spending
Dividends
Domestic wages/salaries
Domestic hiring

Total

US

Mexico

Canada

Manufacturing

Retail/
Wholesale

Technology

Energy/
Resources

Financial
Services

Healthcare/
Pharma

T/M/E

Services

9.1%
9.2%
11.3%
3.9%
5.1%
5.3%

9.2%
9.4%
11.2%
4.1%
5.1%
5.2%

7.7%
8.3%
30.0%
1.7%
5.8%
2.3%

8.5%
7.5%
4.9%
2.8%
4.4%
6.9%

8.9%
10.5%
11.0%
4.5%
4.5%
4.6%

16.3%
14.6%
22.0%
2.6%
6.0%
6.9%

6.8%
5.5%
6.9%
0.3%
5.0%
8.1%

11.3%
10.8%
15.3%
5.0%
4.5%
2.0%

6.9%
6.5%
3.4%
4.4%
5.0%
4.9%

5.8%
6.8%
8.6%
4.3%
5.0%
4.9%

4.0%
0.0%
15.0%
2.0%
4.0%
0.0%

8.5%
8.9%
13.5%
4.1%
5.6%
5.6%
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

CFOs reporting relationships with their organizations’ IT leaders and their satisfaction levels with IT services
More than one-third (35%) of surveyed CFOs oversee their organizations’ information technology function—either directly or indirectly—providing them an opportunity to have
greater insight into IT initiatives and spend. Overall, CFOs appear to be more satisfied (a total of 68%) than dissatisfied (25%). Still, CFOs cited various challenges regarding their
IT services, including lack of talent, standardization, and alignment with the business, as discussed on page 19.

Does your company’s primary information technology leader
(CTO, CIO, etc.) report to you? (N=97)*

What is your overall satisfaction with the Information technology services in your company on a 7-point scale, where 1 equals
very dissatisfied and 7 equals very satisfied? (N=97)*

Very satisfied

5%

Satisfied

29%

28%
Somewhat satisfied
65%

34%

Neutral

7%

6%

Somewhat dissatisfied

16%

Dissatisfied
Yes, directly

Yes, indirectly

No

*97 (100%) of respondents answered.

Very dissatisfied

8%
1%

*97 (100%) of respondents answered.

Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

Overall IT spend as a percentage of annual revenue and percentage of IT spend on Agile initiatives
Among the CFOs who responded, their organizations’ overall IT spend averaged 3.1% of annual revenue, with some variation. Nearly half (47%) of CFOs indicated that their
organizations’ overall IT spend ranged between zero and 2% of annual revenue, and 28% spend 2.1% to 4%. One-fifth of CFOs reported their IT spend fell between 4% and 8% of
annual revenue, while 5% of CFOs reported their organizations’ IT spend was more than 8% of annual revenue.
When CFOs were asked approximately what percentage of their current IT spend goes to Agile initiatives, their responses covered a broad range, from less than 1% to more than
70%. One-quarter of CFOs indicated that 20% to 30% of their IT spend is allocated to Agile projects. On average, CFOs’ organizations’ IT spend on Agile initiatives totaled
approximately 23.7%.

What is your estimate of overall information technology spend as a percentage of annual
revenue? (N=76)*

Approximately what percentage of your current information technology spend goes to
Agile initiatives? (N=44)*

47%

Average totaled 23.7%

Average totaled 3.1%

25%
28%

20%
14%

17%

2.1% to 4%

4.1% to 6%

*76 (78.4%) of respondents answered.

Copyright © 2022 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

16%
9%

3%
0% to 2%

16%

6.1% to 8%

5%
More than 8%

Less than 1%

1% to 5%

5.1% to 15%

20% to 30%

50% to 60%

70% and
above

*44 (45.4%) of respondents answered.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

Organizations’ allocation of IT spend
On average, CFOs reported that slightly more than half (52%) of their organizations’ IT spend goes to maintaining day-to-day operations, while the remaining balance is split
between enhancing capabilities and operations (26%) and creating new capabilities (22%) for their businesses. The latter two findings dovetail with the results from the 2Q21
CFO Signals survey, which asked CFOs what was the most important enterprise transformation their company was undertaking or planned to undertake. In that survey, 40% of
CFOs had indicated technology/systems upgrades, and 35% noted transformations related to strategy, business model, and a shift in offerings.
There was slight variation from industry to industry in terms of the allocation of IT spend, with a few exceptions. Energy/Resources and Healthcare/Pharma CFOs indicated higher
levels of IT spend allocated to enhancing existing capabilities and operations than their counterparts in other industries, at 45% and 36%, respectively. With respect to IT spend
allocated to creating new capabilities for the business, Retail/Wholesale CFOs reported the highest percentage at 26%, followed by Technology and Services, both at 24%.
How is your information technology spend split across the following activities? (N=81)*

57%
53%

52%

49%

22%

50%

53%

50%
45%
35%

52%
26%
22%

26%

Maintaining day-to-day business operations
Enhancing existing capabilities and operations
Creating new capabilities for your business

27%

25%

26%

20%

26%

36%
23%

24%
20%

23%

20%

24%

14%

Total

Manufacturing

Retail/
Wholesale

Maintaining day-to-day business operations

Technology

Energy/
Resources

Financial
Services

Enhancing existing capabilities and operations

Healthcare/
Pharma

Services

Creating new capabilities for your business

*81 (83.5%) of respondents across seven of eight industries answered.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

Top three challenges to realizing value from the IT function
As the pace of technology innovation and demand for IT services accelerate, organizations are trying to realize as much value as possible from their IT function. When asked to
list the top three challenges to realizing value from their IT function, CFOs’ comments fell into 10 common categories, with the top three being talent, complexity and nonstandardization, and business partnering and alignment. Technology debt, prioritization and execution, and time to value were the next most common categories of challenges.
Some CFOs noted challenges related to legacy systems; lack of business acumen among IT professionals and lack of tech savviness within finance; managing transformation
costs; and the conflicts that can occur between business drivers and various data privacy needs and cyber risk.
Sample comments

What are the top three challenges to realizing value from your information
technology function? (N=63)*
Most frequently cited comments by category

Talent

Quality of leadership; having the right people in IT who know how to add value

•

Dearth of technology professionals with intimate knowledge of the business they are trying to support

•

Properly deciding where to leverage common solutions and where to allow for specialization in different areas of the
business

•

Increasing complexity of deployment as technology becomes more connected

•

Need to transition from "old" to more efficient/flexible platforms and solutions

•

IT lacks a true understanding of the needs of the business; very focused on the future, which is great, but not helpful
in dealing with operational issues in the current

•

Time required to service technical debt from disparate legacy systems

•

Back-office systems are deprioritized. As a result, the front-end investments often cannot realize full value; the data,
insights, etc., run into the brick wall of antiquated internal systems

•

Too many initiatives; jumping to the next one before completely finishing the current one

•

Speed to implement business value enablers

•

Difficulties related to investing in enabling initiatives that do not directly generate benefits

•

Capacity to meet multiple competing demands; scalability; vendor management

•

Cybersecurity expenses crowd out new functionality

•

Resistance to change; speed of change

•

Difficulties to allocate budget between sustain and create new capabilities

•

Risk avoidance is more rewarded than value creation

40

Complexity and non-standardization

22

Business partnering and alignment

21

Technology debt

19

Prioritization and execution

16

Time to value

15

Capacity

13

Budgets

11

Change management

11

Balancing innovation vs. improvement
*63 (65%) of respondents answered.

•

8
0

10
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While we have attempted to display CFOs’ verbatim comments wherever possible, we have considered and
reworded some comments in the interest of economy and participant confidentiality.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

Actions organizations have taken to gain greater value from IT
CFOs shared the actions their organizations have taken to enhance the value derived from both their IT function and technology spend. The three actions most frequently mentioned
were changing the IT function’s leadership, improving governance, and increasing investment. The first action might cause some consternation among sitting leaders of the IT function;
however, the action to increase investment should be welcome news.
CFOs also cited in equal numbers increasing talent, leveraging their organizations’ ecosystem, and increasing Agile development. Restructuring the IT operating model and core
modernization were additional actions taken—actions that fall squarely in CIOs’ purview. They, along with improving governance and leveraging the ecosystem, could presumably
enable organizations to enhance the value derived from technology spend, as well as from the IT function overall.
What actions has your organization taken to enhance the value derived from the
information technology function and technology spend? (N=57)*
Most frequently cited comments by category

Change IT leadership

10

Sample comments
•

Underwent exercise to align delivery teams toward customer outcome

•

Realigned the (IT) structure

•

Moved applications to the cloud, evolved the operating model of the team organization, enhanced data
governance

Improve governance

7

•

Hired new CIO

Increase investment

7

•

Increased technology capital expenditure budgets

•

Moved to globalization and shared services

•

Consolidation of functions within CIO, including digital, data, and analytics

•

Instituted Agile development

•

Clearly articulated the value proposition to support the investment beyond immediate ROI (e.g., better
customer engagement)

•

Transitioning to the cloud

•

Sunsetting legacy systems

•

Enabling mix shift within IT spend away from "run" and toward “invest”

•

Adopting a "common where possible, unique where necessary" mindset

Increase talent

6

Leverage ecosystem

6

Increase Agile development

6

Restructure IT operating model

5

Core modernization

4
0

2

4

*57 (58.8%) of respondents answered.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

Types of metrics used to measure the IT function’s effectiveness
Although it can be difficult to measure the effectiveness of any function, let alone one that is as complex as information technology, CFOs cited various metrics their organizations are
using to gauge IT’s ability to deliver effectively. The metrics cited aligned with five key categories: reliability, cost/revenue ratio, user satisfaction, help desk statistics, and return on
investment (ROI). Surveys and net promoter scores are among the tools used to obtain the metrics, particularly in the area of reliability and user satisfaction. Downtimes and uptimes, as
well as cyber incidents, were factors used to measure the IT function’s effectiveness in terms of reliability. With the SEC having proposed disclosure rules for cyber incidents, measuring
the IT function’s effectiveness with respect to cybersecurity may be an area where leaders might want to spend more time.

The fact that few respondents referenced return on investment in comparison to other metrics may indicate the difficulty of measuring the outcome of the IT function’s work and
investments.
Sample comments
What metrics do you use to measure the effectiveness of your information
technology function? (N=66)*
Most frequently cited comments by category

Reliability

18

Cost/revenue ratio

18

User satisfaction

16

Help desk statistics

9

ROI

7
0

5

10

*66 (68%) of respondents answered.
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•

Downtime, data quality checks, number of systems decommissioned

•

Amount of systems on cloud

•

Amount of data populated in data warehouse

•

Operational readiness and availability

•

Success in upgrades and new projects; the success of new service capability rollouts

•

IT maturity score

•

External cybersecurity score, web channel threats, PC/desktop threats, compromised credentials, internal
phishing failures

•

IT spend as percentage of total revenues

•

Project KPIs: time/budget/deliverables

•

Cost as a percentage of revenue vs. peers; external benchmarking

•

Performance to timeline/budget on ERP roadmap

•

Internal customer satisfaction surveys; level of complaints

•

Help desk tickets and resolution

•

Breakeven period, ability to deliver value in progressive steps (rather than one huge project)

•

Percentage of transactions digitized

•

Percentage of new capabilities implemented through Agile

While we have attempted to display CFOs’ verbatim comments wherever possible, we have considered and
reworded some comments in the interest of economy and participant confidentiality.
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SPECIAL TOPIC: MANAGING THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNCTION

CFOs’ wish list for improving the IT function to gain greater value
When CFOs were asked to identify three things they would like their IT function to improve in order to realize greater value, their list went well beyond three. Overall, their comments
fell into 11 broad areas, as shown in the chart below. Four areas rose to the top in equal numbers: speed, agility, and innovation; governance, accountability, and transparency; talent,
skills, and business acumen; and digitization. CFOs also named management of data interfaces, analytics, and insights, as well as operational execution and efficiency, as areas where
CFOs would like to see improvement. Generally, these areas align with many of the challenges CFOs mentioned with respect their IT function (see page 19).
Despite the many challenges, it’s important to bear in mind that 68% of surveyed CFOs said they are very satisfied, satisfied, or somewhat satisfied with their IT functions, compared
to 25% who fell on the dissatisfied range. So while IT functions in many organizations are likely getting a lot of things right, there may be room for improvement.
If your information technology function could improve three things to realize greater value, what would they be? (N=71)*
Most frequently cited comments by category

Sample comments

•

Enhanced documentation and formalized policies

•

Accelerate spending on major capital investments on core systems

•

Sharing successes across divisions to benefit all

•

Increase digitalization of operations

Speed, agility, and innovation

20

Governance, accountability, and transparency

20

•

Standardization of master data and systems

Talent, skills, and business acumen

20

•

Simplicity of customer experience

20

•

Ensure a comprehensive data strategy/master data management

•

Push for a balance between automation efforts and new tool
deployment.

•

Better communication with business

•

Speed (rapid iteration)

•

Make the technology talent more business-savvy and the business
people more tech-savvy

•

More Agile development

•

Establish a flexible, resilient, and efficient technology ecosystem

•

Introduce a product-oriented operating model across the enterprise

•

Transformation expertise to automate E2E processes

Digitization (standardizing, modernizing, simplifying and automating)
Data interfaces management, analytics, and insights

18

Operational execution and efficiency

16

Strategic thinking and business alignment

8

Customer/employee engagement and experience

7

Increased investment and focus on value creation

6

Cybersecurity and resilience

5

Partnerships and ecosystems

4
0

5

10

15

20

*71 (73%) of respondents answered.
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While we have attempted to display CFOs’ verbatim comments wherever possible, we have considered
and reworded some comments in the interest of economy and participant confidentiality.
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Important notes about this survey report
The Deloitte North American CFO Signals™ survey is a quarterly survey of CFOs from large, influential companies across North America. Each quarter since 2Q10, CFO Signals has
tracked the thinking and actions of CFOs representing many of North America’s largest and most influential companies. All respondents are CFOs from the US, Canada, and
Mexico, and the vast majority are from public and private companies, predominantly with more than $1 billion in annual revenue. Participation is open to all industries except for
public sector entities.
The purpose of the survey is to provide these CFOs with quarterly information regarding the perspectives and actions of their CFO peers across four areas: business environment,
company priorities and expectations, finance priorities, and CFOs’ personal priorities. Participating CFOs have agreed to have their responses aggregated and presented. At the
opening of each survey period, the CFOs receive an email containing a link to an online survey hosted by a third-party service provider. The response period is typically two
weeks, and CFOs receive a summary report generally two to three weeks after the survey closes.
As a “pulse survey,” CFO Signals is not, nor is it intended to be, scientific in any way, including in its number of respondents, selection of respondents, or response rate, especially
within individual industries. Accordingly, this report summarizes findings for the surveyed population, but does not necessarily indicate economy- or industry-wide perceptions or
trends.
This publication contains general information only, and Deloitte is not, by means of this publication, rendering accounting, business, financial, investment, tax, legal, or other
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or action that may
affect your business. Before making any decisions that may impact your business, you should consult a qualified professional advisor.
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